Pobble’s Way Language Arts Activities
One Word, Two Definitions:
Some words have more than one meaning. Way is one of these
words. In an online dictionary, we found 21 meanings for the word
way!
Look up the word way in a children’s dictionary. How many definitions
did you find? Which definitions fit the title Pobble’s Way?

What is it?
The animals and Pobble each think the pink Something is, well, something else. Draw lines
to connect everyone with his or her idea.

Squirrel
Mouse
Owl

Mitten
Baby Cloud
Emergency House

Duck

Cotton Candy

Bunny

Wing Warmer

Deer
Pobble

Fish Coat
Carrot Carrier
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Word Scrambler:
Many animal homes have special names. Unscramble the words below to see where the
animals in Pobble’s Way sleep. You can look at the map for help.
EXAMPLE: bleobp _Pobble_ sleeps in a eusho __house__

1. cdku ________ sleeps in a npod _________.
2. btiarb _________ sleeps in a rneraw ___________.
3. esmou ________ sleeps in a wbroru ___________.
4. rede ________ sleeps in a dbe _______.
5. qlseruir ___________ sleeps in a ryed _________.
6. wlo __________ sleeps in a sten __________.
Verbs:
A verb is a word that shows an action – something done by an animal, person, or thing. Each animal
in Pobble’s Way moves differently. Read or listen to the book again. Then draw a line from each
person or animal to the verb that describes how it moves.

Squirrel

crept

Mouse

stepped

Owl

strutted

Duck

scurried

Bunny

crunched

Daddy and Pobble
Deer

skipped
swooped

Think about what other animals do or don’t move in these ways. You can use a dictionary or ask a
parent for help.
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